CHAPTER V
IN
have already been that the Kuigs of Uuhilpooi and the
Sultans of Ahmedabad puisued in the main a \ery smulai
policy in legard to their neighbours When they found them-
selves stiong enough to do so,theyeffected a complete conquest,
but, in the more numerous cases, where subjugation was
impracticable, they contented themselves with the exaction
of a tribute rather than prosecute a doubtful contest to
extremity During the government of Goozerat by the
Sultans, and afterwards by the Imperial Soubahdars stationed
at Ahmedabad, the Mohummedan authority was suppoited by
garrisons, placed in fortified positions throughout the country,
which ensured to some extent the regular collection of the
tubutary revenue, and rendered expeditions for its enforce-
ment, except in special cases, unnecessary These posts were,
however, gradually withdrawn or driven out, and amid the
frequent scenes of anarchy which were witnessed during the
last days of the Mogul government, not a few were the result
of endeavours to collect the revenue due from the tnbutanes
by annual military expeditions This course, which with the
Mohummedans was compulsory and exceptional, was with
their successors congenial and regular It was a prominent
featuie in the policy of the Mahrattas that then: sole object,
in almost every country jto which then- arms extended, was
the enforcement of a payment It was not until some time
is a Persian word, meaning a conquering or taking of
oouO.tn.es It signifies in Marathi an expedition to enforce payment
of revenue See Bomb Gaz , vol vu (Baroda), oh vii, pp 316-18
Professor J Saikar (Shivfyi and &w Times, Calcutta, 1919, pp 479-81)
says the idea was derived from the Mahommedane The Koran enjoins
raids into the dor ul barb or infidel states The Satohfaad Bakhar (trans
J L Mankar, as Life and Sxplovta of fihivagi, Bombay, 1884-6) actually
states (p 29) that 'The Maratha forces should feed themselves at the
expense of foreign countries for eight months every year, and levy
blackmail']

